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Jewelry Making For Beginners: A
Complete & Easy Step By Step Guide
(Ultimate How To Guides)

Jewelry Making for Beginners is an audiobook that not only highlights the basics of making various
types of jewelry, it also goes just a bit further into the process without making it overwhelming for the
beginner. The aim that the author has with this audiobook is to inform and educate and make the
overall process as easy as possible to execute. The individual that has no concept at all of what
jewelry making entails can listen and not only get an overview of the jewelry making process but
also get a bit of insight on the various processes that one can focus on be it using metal or beads or
gems and stones. This audiobook is a great source of reference for any hobbyist with an interest in
making jewelry in their spare time or someone who has a creative side and has an interest in
earning an income from making jewelry. The audiobook is a great place to start to achieve that goal
of creating great piece of wearable art. Of course this will not appeal to everyone as not all are
interested in using their hands or creativity to make something, but for those who are it, works.
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As I love crafts I was looking forward to reading this book. I just wanted to learn how to do a few
simple projects and thought this book will be a perfect solution as the title says - step by step.Well, I
was completely wrong.The book is full of very vague and general information, there is not a single
project, and it is not useful at all.It is not useful to beginners like me, because there is no simple
project that you can follow. It is not useful to persons who would like to start making jewelry as a

way to earn some money because there are no specific information whatsoever.All the information
is so vague and even if you know nothing about jewelry you could probably figure it out. I will give
you just one example - In Chapter 8 - Best Place to Find Materials to Make Jewelry the author
mentions eBay. Yeah, you would never have guessed, right? And then in the same chapter I will
quote a paragraph:"What Kind of Materials Do you Need?Because one of the great things about
eBay is that if you do not necessarily know what type of jewelry that you want to create, then you
can browse through the many materials available on the website. Looking at the different materials
available is a great way to get ideas for what type of jewelry you would like to create."Really? And
the author calls this what is in her book secrets?!At the end of the book "if you want to learn more
secrets" there is a pitch directing you to a website with just one sales page asking you to subscribe
to a newsletter...I got really tired at that point. What is a purpose of a beginners book if not to show
them something and teach them? But certainly not that kind of secrets like - search on eBay and
buy wholesale.
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